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Abstract
This paper discusses the tasks ahead of Catholic teachers in the
execution of their professional duties in the African Universities

systems. The focus of the article is the Ecclesia Africana in which
the role of the

Teaching Laity is to be understood in the mission of
the Church as Family in contemporary Africa. The specific context
of interpretation is the spirit of the Lumen Gentium, Gaudium et
Spes, Christifideles Laid and the pronouncements of some local
ordinaries in Nigeria: The documents were studied to help re
formulate the role of the laity in the mission of the Church in
modern Africa. In the earlier part of the paper, the notion, lay
apostolate has theologically become nuanced to mean a sanctifying
apostolate in all secular affairs in which the laity execute the duties
of their professions. A statistical report on the growth of the Church
in contemporary Africa is provided. It attests to the rosy future of
African Catholicism. However, in spite of numbers, the mv / AIDS
scourge is shown as a monster in contemporary Africa. It is
discovered that the youth are the most vulnerable class being

affected

by the pandemic. Since there is no known cure yet, the
teaching laity is challenged to initiate home-grown approaches that
can help transmit adequate knowledge on youth sexual morality.
Youth career guidance and counselling on the value of abstinence
and chastity are identified as major tasks of today's University
teachers. The paper draws attention of the teachers to their singular
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position

leaven in the

as

African Church and

in the

of the Laity

teaching apostolate
society.

African Church

and in the health of the

Introduction
An

increasing

awareness

Catholic Church;
If

especially

in the Roman

laity

in contemporary Africa has come to
Church, at least, the history of

where else in the African

light.
Nigerian
no

the

Gabriel

of the role of the

Catholic Church knows great titans like Professor
Ojo, late Raymond Amanze Njoku, formerly

Afolabi

Federal Minister of

Transport

and Honourable Member of the

House of Parliament in the First

contemporaries
early seventies
(NLCN)

one

,

Republic

and their

teeming

who had spent much of their talents during the
to establish the National Laity Council of Nigeria

of the earliest

laity

movements

in Black Africa.

historical records reveal that the

Impeccable
organization that was
inaugurated on the is" of March 1973 at St. Gregory's College
Hall, Ikoyi, Lagos quickly metamorphosed into the Catholic Laity
Council of Nigeria (CLCN) (Ojo 1998:1-31). The examples ofOjo,
and others

Nwadike

show

how

academicians

had served and

worked in the NLCN. But

in the

number of Catholics

many
of the

African academics

today, in spite of the increase
engaged in tertiary education sector,
appear not to be fascinated by the idea

the Church in the modem world, talk of their own role
in mission as lay professors in their institutions in post-modem

mission

of

Africa.

The

in

views

how

on

the

lies

the

fact

that

many Catholic
academicians have not taken time out to share discussions and

problem

Teaching Laity,

namely

University
large group of
participate meaningfully in the

Professors, Lecturers and their Assistants, indeed,
the

pilgrim

church in Africa

can

the

a

vocation and mission of the Church whose task, among other
things, is the provision, prosecution and the promotion of the di vine
economy

of

salvation

in

the

context

of the

contemporary African Church.
As a contemporary African Catholic theologian,
travelled and

experienced

firstly attempt

the

widely
youth in

one

in cross-cultural education of

African Universities, I will, in this paper,

of

history

to

focus

on
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developments in the theology of the vocation and
laity as it is being addressed in some regions of
Africa. I wish to make the teaching of the Fathers of Vatican II my
starting-point. In what follows thereafter, I will attempt to proffer a
theological definition of the role of the laity in the context of an
"action programme" that suits the Church's view of the mission of
the laity as an integral component of the Church as Family in
Africa. The context of my interpretation is the Ecclesia Africana,
the Church especially the Church that is confronted with
some

recent

mission of the

contemporary vicissitudes in life in modern Africa. I will try,
much

offer

possible,
by briefly highlighting
to

as

a

clearer and

a

as

non-technical definition

teaching of the
Spes, two historic
documents in which the Council Fathers had propounded the
diakonia (service) properly expected of the laity in the
contemporary world as the CLCN defines it "the full incorporation
of laypersons in the mystery, communion and mission of the
Church" (CLCN 1989). The Professor's mission cannot but reach
out to the devastating consequences of the HIV / AIDS pandemic in
the interface between the

Lumen Gentium and that of the Gaudium et

Africa. A section is devoted to

a

discussion

on

the level of the

pandemic in some African nations. The role of the teaching laity in
manufacturing and transmitting knowledge that could halt the
prevalence and spread of the deadly disease is offered. Finally, I
will attempt a contextualization of the findings of my theological
interpretation in order to respond to the implications of the mission
of the teaching laity towards the search for self-identity of the
youth in Colleges and Universities in Africa.
The Vocation of the

Laity

According

to Vatican

called

holiness.

II, all baptized members of the Church

are

They are enjoined to fully participate as
People of the Covenant who are called to live in
union with God through Jesus Christ in the Spirit. By her/his
baptism, every lay faithful is inserted into the membership of the
Church as Family and thus acquires the missionary status. She/he,
together with other faithful, exists in communion and exercises
to

members of the
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charisms, ministries and different aspects of service in the

Family

of Christ. She/he is called to share in the

missionary
Reign of God in the world where she/he is
normally most engaged and active. In an address to some
representatives of the laity at Antananarivo, Madagascar, the
largest Island in the west of the Indian Ocean and ecclesiastically a
constituent part of the African Church, the Holy Father said,
one

mandate to extend the

The Lord not

only

calls you

personally

to

holiness, he also

sends you out to bear witness. Baptism and Confirmation have
enabled and enlisted you to do the work of evangelization, and
the

of marriage. In the Church you participate in
her vitality her sanctification, her material
everything
support, her fraternal life, and especially her witness to the
Gospel (Christifideles Laici, N0.33)
same

is true

that

assures

Holy Father draws attention to the laity's co
responsibility in the Church as communion as well as her/his
mission in the post-modern Church. It therefore becomes the
obligation of the baptized lay faithful to bear witness to her/his

Here,

the

Christian

faith

in

her/his

chosen

career

in

life.

She/he

is

and to confront the

wrongdoings in our
world",
may
phrase recently coined by
contemporary Missiologists (lAMS 2000). This marching order is
issued by and based on the prophetic mission of every baptized
faithful. A note in the sermon of Archbishop P.Y Jatau, then Co
adjutor Bishop of Kaduna given in 1973 on the occasion of a
Thanksgiving Mass celebrated to mark the inauguration of the
National Laity Council of Nigeria is still relevant:
"empowered"

to

challenge
if

"broken

I

use

a

Baptism and Confirmation make the Christian a comm issioned
officer in Christ's Church to bear witness by his life and so
spread the faith to others indirectly by a sincere Christian life,
which could be infectious so to say (Ojo: 27).
-

baptismal role, she/he executes a priestly ministry.
Thus both the prophetic and priestly responsibilities complement
the functionality of the laity in the universal and the contemporary
African Church. In this teaching, the Council Fathers had made the
In

fulfilling

this
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laity

become

Christ in the

God-given
live,

move

baptism
specific

aware

of their

present-day

responsibi lities

to

bear witness to

realities of the world and to

play

out their

mission of the sanctification of the world "in which

and have

our

being" (cf.

Acts

17:

we

28). Thus by the

of any laywoman or man, she or he is entrusted with a
vocation and mission within the global mission of the

Church. This

of the

and diakonia of the

laity in
the contemporary Church is the result of the dogmatic teaching on
the status of the laity vis it vis the dogmatic explanation of her/his
secularity. Secularity does not only refer to the profane and the
non-sacred domain of life and services that are normatively
regarded as the preserve of the lay people but it also draws
attention to a specific constitution of the Church as a living Family
perception

calling

that is both in and yet outside of the world.

Further Amplification of the Role of the

Laity

amplified the role of the laity
in her mission. The post Synodal Apostolic Exhortation on the
Mission of the Laity in the Church and the world, Christifideles
Laid (CL), Rome, 1987) affirms that "the lay faithfuls' position in
the Church is fundamentally defined by their secular character"
(CL. No.15). The notion of the laity's newness in Christian life can
really be ambiguous for ordinary churchwomen and men in all
Africa, but it is a theological way of stating a simple reality. It is a
call to participate in "an action programme for the realization of the
In recent times the Church has further

continuous Pentecost of the Church and the establishment of
era

of

evangelization

in

our

time"

"newness in Christian life" refers to
conferred

(CLCN 1989).
an

The

a new

laity's

acti ve and animated life

by baptism on each and every baptized Christian; similar
to the "born again" rhetoric being jostled by many preachers in the
New Religious Movements. Yves Congar in his study, Lay People
in the Church (1985) has further attempted a theological definition
of the laity and her/his mission within the corporate mission of the
Church. For him, the mission of the laity should be geared towards
the promotion of active communal life of the Church.
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The secular character of the
or

his

being

an

of the Laity

laywoman

individual who shares her

in the

or man

or

his

African Church

is the fact of her

being

and existence

or corporate affairs with others in the secular world.
recent study, a Nigerian theologian, Fr. Oliver Onwubiko has

in communal
In

a

attempted

to define

"secularity" theologically

and

ecclesiologically
lay

in the context of the mission of the whole Church in which the

faithful

called to

participate (Onwubiko 2001:148-149). It is
also gratifying to note that recent ecclesiology has come to
acknowledge the place of the laywoman and man in the secular
sphere in which she or he operates. There is now an emerging
consensus of opinion that the secular sphere is the locale where the
laywoman or the layman has to attain her or his sanctification and
are

holiness.

In

of the processes necessary for the
person's sanctification, the secularity of the

the execution

realization of the

lay

secularity of the Church. The implication of
this two-dimensional aspect of secularity is that all baptized faithful
are
bound to face the temporal order with a spirituality of
aggression and warfare and not one of passivity. The secularity of
the laity therefore imposes a sense of duty on her or him. While
engaged in the provision of services to the state and in her/his
secular concerns, her/his baptismal status challenges her/him to
assert her/his right to engage in mission.
In the light of the discussion above, the secularity of Catholic
teachers, lecturers and professors can be said to be firmly anchored
on
a
definite theological ground with special significance.
University dons are challenged "to insert themselves fully into the
realities of the temporal order where, as witnesses of Christ, will
laity

translates into the

re-orient and

renew

the values and acti vities of the nation and the

(CLCN 1989). The secularity of the laity must be let to
of the Gospels timitatio Christi) in the affairs of
men and women. In human history, God acts as both Creator and
Redeemer who has delegated women and men to be co-creators. As
God's delegates, the laity is called to continue to renew the face of
the earth and to be good stewards of the things of this world;
especially those things entrusted to her or his management and
world"

resonate the Christ
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administration in her

or

his chosen

profession

and in various other

engagements in society.

pre-Vatican II ecclesiology, the life, vocation and mission of
laywomen and men were considered merely as lay apostolate and
were then regarded as participation in the mission and ministry of
the hierarchy (Congar 1985). But today, it is no longer so. In a
post-Reformation and Enlightenment theological thinking, the
Catholic Church had assigned a second fiddle role to the laity as a
re-action to the theology of the Reformers who rejected the
ministerial priesthood as they held the view that all laymen were
priests because they share in the priesthood of Christ. In the
Catholic Church, this reaction grew into the tendency to impose a
limitation on the role of the laity. However Vatican II has re-visited
the situation and on the basis of a theology of the activities of the
laity in the Church, it has come to accord a positive role to the laity
in the Church (Dulles 1977: 10). The lay apostolate has now
become recognized as a sanctifying apostolate, firstly for the lay
faithful themselves and secondly, for the people with whom they
interact in the secular arena where they discharge their civil
obligations to the state. This presupposes an interactive process of
the "give and take" type, indeed, a sharing evangelization. Within
the church context and orientation, the process enhances intra
In

ecclesial

relationship

that

intra-ecclesial

promotes

diakonia

the sort of mutual ministration and love-based mission St

(service),
enjoins

Paul

on

all members of the

the Church of Christ. In

the

of

reality,

congregations

such

a

he converted to

mission is characterized

and communion

by

of the

(koinonia) typical
Apostolic era (Lk. 2,41-47;
Manus 1990: 19-24). With this lens of looking at the apostolate of
the laity, one can see that both the ecclesiological and theological
dimensions of the mission of the laity in the modem world have, in
recent times, come to be emphasized.
Following the history of ideas in the Church, this emphasis is
not without cause. The laity have come of age and should now fully
know their esteemed duties in the mission of the Church. They

spirit

community

Mother Church in Jerusalem in the

should

come

to

accept their mission

as

participation

in the "sacred
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order" of the mission of the Church. In great African Archdioceses
like Owerri, Onitsha, Lagos, Accra, Abidjan, Kinshasa, Nairobi,

Cape Town, etc, the laity enthusiastically spend their resources in
church buildings and work in various fields of evangelization. They
thus hold the recognition of their mission in the Church as the best
thing that has happened to the laity, in fact, as a laicisation of the
ministry introduced by the Church to give space to the initiatives of
the laity. There is no doubt that this development is due partly to
influences occasioned by post-modernism, drop in the number
clerical candidates in the North and recent theological ideas. Post
modem theology no longer makes a sharp distinction between the
"sacred and the profane". And in contemporary African theological
thinking, it is maintained that authentic theology is no longer only
interpretative but transformative and reconstructive (Mugambi
1995). Even the laity in the First Worlds Church have come to
agree with the pragmatic Roman Catholic theologian, David Tracy
that for theology to be effective today, it has to become missionary
and take interest in the topical issues of the day by playing active
transforming role in the modem world (Tracy 1970: 190). In that
light, the laity in those countries have come to believe that as they
discharge their duties in a particular world, they have a right to
fulfil a transforming mission in that world. This layman's
conception of the Church-World relationship had further been
strengthened by Vatican II's ecclesiology when viewed from the
vintage point of the dogmatic essence of the Church. This recent
theology finds its echo in the Lumen Gentium, No 33 that
auspiciously states:
laity are gathered in the People of God and make up the
Body of Christ under one head. Whoever they are, they are called
upon, as living members, to expend all their energy for the
growth of the Church and its continuous sanctification, since this
very energy is a gift of the Creator and a blessing of the
Redeemer. The lay apostolate, however, is a participation in the
salvific mission of the Church itself. Through their Baptism and
Confirmation, all are comm issioned to that apostolate by the
Lord Himself. Now the laity are called in a special way to make
the Church present and operative in those places and
The
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circumstances where

only through

them

can

it become the salt

of

the earth. Thus eve,y layman in virtue of the very gifts bestowed
upon him, is at the same time a witness and a living instrument of
the mission

of the

Church

itself

....

amply declares that the mission of the laity is no longer a
participation in the apostolate of the clergy which had for so long
eclipsed the initiative of the layman in the Church. Now the
mission of the laity is in its full right a participation in the saving
mission of the Church. Thismission is predicated on the fact that
the integral mission of the Church has become rooted in a holistic
ecclesiology, a conception of the Church where she is
acknowledged as one People of God. And in the perspective of a
growing African ecclesiological re-interpretation of this reality, the
Church is conceived as Family patterned on the African model
where the family is the basic unit of the extended family (Orobator
2000).

This text

The Church in

Contemporary Africa

typical African family that expands in leaps and bounds, the
Church in present-day Africa has a rosy future as its robust
statistics show. While world population stands at a staggering
5.9bn, Roman Catholic population has maintained a steady rise in
the past ten years reaching a record high of 1,033,129,000 by the
end of 1999 (The Year Book of Statistics, 1999). In Africa, the
Catholic Church membership increased by 7,606,000 while it
dropped by 1,319,000 in Europe and 83,000 in Oceania. While the
number of Catholic Bishops worldwide stands at 4,482, Africa, as
young as its Church is, has 592 Bishops. The number of priests in

Like

a

the world

405,009 at the end of 1999. Out of this, Diocesan
priests totalled 265,012 while 139,997 were religious priests. In
Africa, the number of priests reached 26,547 in 1999. The number
of Brothers in the world was 55,428� in Africa, they increased by
274. Since 1997, the number of Sisters has drastically dropped in
the

was

world church except in

Africa and Asia.

The number of

2,449,659 of which Africa has
356,259. Since 1997, the number of seminarians has been on the

catechists in the world stands at
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increase the
seminarians

and 561

world-over.
are

on

minor

a

increase with 162

steady

in the

African Church

Africa, both the minor and major

In

seminarians

Archdioceses in the world

of the Laity

as

respectively
at October

in

major
1999.

seminarians
Out

17, 2001, Africa

the list with 82 and out of 750 Dioceses in the

same

of

173

topped

world, 365

are

found in Africa.
Given
measure

this
the

remarkable
mission

of

growth in numbers, how may
laity and evangelization in

the

one

the

contemporary African Church? In order words, what is the task of

laity in such a "fat" Church? In spite of
being recorded by way of indigenisation and
the

Church in

some

achievements

inculturation of the

parts of Africa (Ndiokwere 1994� McGarry-Ryan
2002), historical and social political upheavals of the

some

2001, Ryan

insurmountable type daily rock the peace of Africa.
Africa is a continent where ethnic and inter-religious conflicts

apparently
afflict

virtually most of her nation-states and make nonsense of
their fledgling democratic experiments. Nigeria and Kenya stand
out prominently as nations on the opposite sides of the continent
that have, for a long time, known no internal peace as a result of
constant ethnic clashes and inter-religious conflicts with odious
hate crimes, gory tales of human carnage during border skirmishes
and cattle rustling. Corruption in high and low places, especially
among the political class, is subjecting Africans to perpetual
economic enslavement and indebtedness to foreign financial
cartels. Human .and peoples' rights are regularly violated with
impunity (Muyebe 2001). The fear of God is thrown overboard.
The

Reality

of the mv/ AIDS Pandemic in Africa

the apparent prosperous future of the African Church, the
HIV / AIDS scourge is causing much consternation. The UNAIDS

Despite

most recent

report informs

us

that of 40m infected

world, 28m live in Africa. African
checkmate the

people in the
Governments are failing to
because Africa is spending

rapid spread of AIDS
much of her money, a whooping US $15bn per year on debt
servicing: odious debts often taken by illegitimate governments and
corruptly squandered on un-prioritised projects. That Africa should
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subsidizing the rich world in spite of the harsh realties of the
pandemic that has hit Africa hardest has both mental and
psychological consequences on Africans; especially when one sees
the number of children and youth who die from AIDS and its
related illnesses. Debt servicing has been declared one of the
be

AIDS

obstacles for Africa to draw from the Global Fund for AIDS and

wiping out of whole a
correctly observes
generation,
productive generation;
"and by so doing is continually perpetrating the already damaged
economy" (Saidi 1999:43). Further, advising, Saidi, opines that
"due to the scourge of AIDS, Africa is disproportionately being
robbed of its leadership in both civil and religious circles"
(Saidi:43) If care is not taken, in the next 20 years, Africa shall lack
the producti ve generation whose labour produces the raw materials
tuberculosis. The effect of this will be the
the

as

Saidi

that feed the industries of the Western world. The ravages are
indeed building a time bomb which, when it explodes, will affect
both Africa and the West. A few statistical survey will vindicate
claims being urged above.

sub-region, Nigeria, with its vast population
nearly
leading in the HIV/AIDS invasion. The rate has
increased from 5.4% to an explosive phase reaching to a point of
8.1 % prevalence rate has
state emergency. A staggering 4. 9%
been reported among the youth population in Nigeria. According to
a recent publication by Mrs. Joyce Uche, Assistant Director of
Youth Development in the Federal Ministry of Women and Youth
Development (W eekend Vanguard, December 29,2001, p.4), the
figure translates to mean that about 2.5m people face death by the
disease by the year 2010. Ghana is not spared. Its own statistics is
quite alarming. In the coastal cities and the capital, Accra, 8 per
cent tested have already full-blown AIDS.
In the East African area, the scourge is reaching epidemic
proportions. The high incidence and impact of HIV/AIDS in Kenya
alone poses a major public health hazard that is retarding
development processes with terrible negative socio-economic
In the West African

of

140m, is

-

consequences. The statistics on the death rate from the disease puts
it at a staggering ratio of 700 deaths per day. This has made the
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Government to pronounce HIV/AIDS a national disaster. Over one
million sufferers have been deceased since 1984 leaving behind
million AIDS

orphans in Kenya who are struggling to
survive, begging
scavenging for food, sleeping in the open or
make-shift shelters. Kenya National AIDS Control Council
(NACC) had, in its strategic plan 2000, indicated that more than
some

one

and

300,000

new

million

Eight
projected
discovery
between

to

infections had occurred in the country within a year.
Kenyans, in other words, a third of the population are
die of AIDS before the 2000

year-end.

The

startling

is that the great number of those infected are youth
15-49 years of age, all in their productive years. The

socio-economic consequences include wasted working hours and
deepening of the poverty level of a nation whose population is

the

already gravely impoverished (Nyamongo 2001 :86-87). Such
countries as Kenya cannot strategically develop as they are on the
brink of a national crisis. Zakaria Samita, Kenyan himself, argued
that the primary cause of the disease is due to "permissi ve sexual
behaviour through tourist industry, through cultural practices and
through sexual promiscuity among many young people due to
moral degeneration" (Samita 1999: 173). By the end of last year
(November 2001), it was reported in a National Daily that about
30,000 people have been infected in Nakuru and 50,000 in
Mombasa, two important tourist Kenyan towns. While the figures
may have been over-exaggerated, the fact remains that the sad
I
news is not only known for Nigeria and Kenya alone.
It has recently become established that southern African
countries have the largest and fastest growing HIVI AIDS record in
the world (Delius & Walter 2002:5). It is on record that the
HIV/AIDS menace in Southern Africa is nothing less than a
calamity in progress. Today, an estimated 6 million Southern
African Development Community (SADC) citizens are HIV
positive and may develop fully blown AIDS complications and die
in the next few years. Life expectancy in many countries in the
southern African region has been cut by 15 to 20 years as a result
of AIDS pandemic (http://www.who/lnt). The situation is certainly

going

to alter the

population

structure in

that

region.

Since the first
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cases

of HIV/AIDS

were

isolated in the late 1980s, close to 4

million deaths from AIDS-related diseases have been recorded

(Zondi 2001:3-4). In 2000, it was estimated that 4.7 million South
Africans (2.5 million women and 2.2 million men) between the
ages of 15 and 49 were HIV infected. As the trend is going, by
2010 these figures could reach 7.5 million; hence life expectancy in
South Africa will have fallen to 43 years. Chilling data on adult
that between 2000 and 2010 up to 7 million
South Africans will die of AIDS. According to recent studies, the

mortality suggest

number of AIDS deaths will be

considerably larger

than that from

any other single cause of Death and will be almost double the
number of deaths from all other causes combined over that period
et al

(Dorrington
There is
to

no

university
and

devise

men

and

facilitate

conscientization
social

2001).

doubt that the

ministry

this bleak information poses
in Africa is immense. They must

challenge

women

HIV/AIDS

campaigns through

prevention
hostel-based

programmes

and

counselling

care,

and education at classroom and Christian groups
adequate response to the youth in the

levels in order to minister

tertiary institutions. University Professors
actively involved in the promotion of
AIDS Awareness Programmes as the disease is fast spreading
among university students. The battle against AIDS must be fought
with their wits and strength. As educated elites, they should join
universities and other

and lecturers must become

complement Government efforts. I seize the
opportunity offered by this publication to summon our peers to
come to a recognition of the moral dimension of the disease. I
invite all academics working in Africa to engage in a coordinated
effort between the university authorities, the youth in our Colleges,
Catholic Federation of Students, other Christian Fellowships,

forces with and

NGOs, the media,

nurses

Centres in African campuses to brain-storm
solutions to the ravages of the pandemic.
survey indicates that the
decimating Africans in millions and
This

University Health
and find out practical

and all workers in

HIV/ AIDS

surely

unaffected. As Catholic educationists, it is

our

pandemic

is

the Church is not

responsibility

to re-
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emphasize traditional Catholic Moral Teachings and Values with
special reference to sexual behaviour and fidelity in marriage. As
members of the university community, the teaching laity should
work hand in hand with the university chaplains, ministers and
pastors to launch strategic plans of action on (a) prevention
strategies, (b) care and succour to people living with mV/AIDS
and down-to-earth pastoral counselling. While the mounting of
Signboards and Bill Boards are useful, I call for a commitment to
regular HIVIAIDS Evangelising Crusade in all African campuses
which the regional executives of the Association of African
Universities (AAU) should initiate and lead in their regions.
Abstinence should be encouraged as the antidote against AIDS for
the

sale

of

University

poor cash earner. Committed Christian
staff who are imbued with the Christian philosophy of
sex

is

a

their institutions should enhance the value in

abstaining from sex
before marriage in order to preserve the sanctity of sex. Abstinence
before marriage and chastity within marriage are African cherished
values that honour the institution of marriage. Such values must be
taught as ethical imperatives for Christian discipleship in the
universities, especially in the many Christian Universities now
springing up in Africa. The staff should do well to be role models
on healthy sexuality in and out of the campuses.
The Mission of the

Teaching Laity in the Pandemic

laity involvement as a pressure-group
Kenya where a three-year strategic plan of
action intended to reduce the HIV/ AIDS prevalence, at least, by ten
per cent has been launched. The plan is aimed at saving some
30,000 people from being infected with the AIDS virus every year.
The strategy is to be executed through the Church's Health and
Wholeness Project targeted at the population aged between 15-24
by 20-30 per cent reduction within the plan period of 2002-2005
(Daily Nation, August 27, 2002, p.6). Worthy of adaptation and
emulation is also the Home Based Care launched by Malawian
A

good

case

example

of

intervention is that of

Catholic Dioceses aimed at AIDS education at the grassroots level
(Saidi: 44).2 To borrow a leaf from these examples, the teaching
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corps in our tertiary institutions should engage in lobbying relevant
Government Ministries, especially the Ministries of Women Affairs
and

Youth

and

Development,
the

commence

creation

of

Church

HIV/AIDS sufferers in their
as a

club

body

of

leaders

conducive

respective
respectable professionals,

to

aggressively

environment

for

anti

institutions. The

should

come

professors,
together in a

association aimed, among other things, to pressure the
Ministries of Education in Africa to set up, where there are yet
none, teaching modules on HIV/AIDS in the Schools Curriculum.
or

Professors

and

Committees to
to

train

Church

help

widows

leaders

educate
in

should

numerous

small-scale

set

up

Scholarships

school and
orphans
economy sharing business
AIDS

at

management.
In many regions of Africa, church leadership is exercised in
autocratic styles to the chagrin of majority of the clergy and church

workers. More often than not,
evangelical sense of koinonia
charism to

authentically

apostolic office-bearers vitiate the
(fellowship) and so diminish their

witness to and echo Christ, the Good

Shepherd; as a result, the teaching laity becomes rather cynical and
apathetic. The education sector is manifestly bastardised to a
stultifying level and the teaching profession, once a noble career is
degraded and the African teacher is mentally derailed and
materially impoverished. Globalisation and its ugly tentacles of
encroachment, marginalization, pauperisation and destabilization in
the so-called global village is thoughtlessly thrust onto the socio
economic and political landscape of unsuspecting African leaders.
Even the proliferation of Christianities through globalisation in
Africa; especially in Nigeria where research into the proclivities of
the New Religious Movements (NRMs) show that many "church
planters" put money and material prosperity first before the gospel,
traditional faith in the efficacy of suffering and the cross is grossly
being caricatured.
In the midst of these contemporary and worrisome signposts of
instability and insecurity, the enormity ofthe task that confronts the
Church in Africa and her professional laity in mission cannot but
be imagined. Where are the laity and their role in this messy
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in the

African Church

of the

lay faithful do not know their part in the
evangelization. For many, what is essential in life
is to acquire good education, get a good job, marry, "make"
children and closely look inward and be responsible only to their
children and the extended family. Lumen Gentium in its Chapter
IV further stresses: "By reason of their special vocation, it belongs
to the laity to seek the Kingdom of God by engaging in temporal
affairs and directing them according to God's will". Besides, most
Catholic laypersons do not read the Bible enough and even if they
do, they do not know that the majority of Jesus' disciples were
laypersons, erstwhile fishermen and simple folk and rural villagers
of Galilee. I believe that the majority of the laity in the African
Catholic Church ought to be re-directed to come to appreciate their
missionary right and to re-capture their creative role in the life of
the Church. They should evangelise their peers, their places of
work, and society through good example; for, as teachers, they
should remember that 'example is the best teacher'.
Surely the Church is founded to spread the Good News of the
Reign of God and to make all women and men partakers in her
work of salvation. It is also in the social political contexts that the
voice of the laity must be let to echo the authentic gospel message
of Christ to the members of the Church-family, and ad extra, to the
rest of the people in the African world. The Christian vocation is a
Many

Church's work of

from the very start. The individual is born into the
Church-family by baptism. As worthy members of this family, the

familial

one

They are called to
bear witness to Christ in word and deed. They must sanctify and
bring to holiness all persons; especially the African youth whose
surrogate parents they are in the lecture halls and off-class activities
laity

on

must exercise their

right

to

mission-i:e.

campuses.

Youth Career Guidance and the

Teaching laity

youth who are
rendered so vulnerable by the HIV/AIDS pandemic? The question
usually asked when people discuss the youth is, who is a youth? To
attempt a response to this question, let me borrow an idea from a
How will

university

dons minister to the African
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Kenyan social psychologist and Director of the Institute of Social
Ministry, Tangaza College, Nairobi who has claimed with others
that "the youth are said to be those between 15-25 years" (Ojore
2001:27). Aylward Shorter reports that more than half of the

population is below age 25 and that 29% are between the
of
10
and 25. He confirms that eighty per cent of the youth are
ages
natives of the developing regions of the world (Shorter 1996: 103).
world's

In modern

recent statistics reveal that the

Africa,

about 50% of the total

Ojore

population

youth

constitute

of Africans. Given this

figure,

asserts:

fact, therefore, is that the youth ensure the continuity of a
country, of a church, and of a particular community. They are the
bearers of culture, traditions, customs and values of their people
into the next generation (Ojore:28).
The

It is

generally agreed

that the

youth

are

neither children

nor

adults.

way of seeing things, they want to be treated as
mature persons. In Gaudium et Spes, No.7, we are informed that
the youth, aware of their own influence in the life of the society,

But in their

"want to

own

assume a

role in it sooner". What is said of the United

States of America may be true of Africa, where many of the youth
"are very much on the fringe of the church, often struggling to find
connection between their faith and their ideals of love and
and the church

as

of their exuberance and
that

are

justice
(Appleby 1993 :256). Because
enthusiasm, the youth want to do things

they experience

it"

relevant to their li ves and

as

such feel the need for

need to be welcomed, to be listened to,

participation. Really they
ready to be used and to feel that they belong (Appleby:258). A
close watch during church harvests and bazaars in some Nigerian
churches reveals that they want to feel at home in the parish
community. Some of them who belong to the Young Christian
Students, the Nigerian Federation of Catholic Students, the
Catholic Charismatic Renewal Movement and other pious
associations as St Jude's Society, St Vincent de Paul and the
Legion of Mary are doing their best to mobilize for their future
ministry in the church and the society. According to Ojore,
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They abhor dictatorship. They want to be consulted on issues that
affect their lives, needs and interest. They want to be trained to
be helpful to their community. Vel'y often, vve adults are not
receptive and attentive to them (Ojore:28).
In

fact, looking

at

the

history

of education

the African child stands in need not of

today, it is
more expertise

noticed that

but of

more

education. African education systems have become examination
oriented and are not given much opportunity for career guidance
and vocation choice. How

the students

teach be

helped to
choose vocations prospective enough for their future; especially in
the wake of the emerging Internet Super Highway? Absence of
good guidance and counselling has combined with other forces to
make the campuses potential markets for drugs and handguns. The
campuses have become insecure by the prevalence of cultists'
activities and all sorts of group-fighting. Many a female student are
seen as sex objects by both teachers and the moneybags in the
adjacent townships. A University of Nairobi philosopher
theologian, Professor Jesse Mugambi has observed that "many of
oUT students are left unattended with the result that other agencies
have preyed on them with alarming consequences" (Mugambi
1995: 182). Many students have been left to transform into sceptics,
cynics, fundamentalists of all sorts of persuasions, and hoodlums.
Many African Universities have stifling bureaucracies that do not
allow for healthy dialogue between management and students.
Many of the Vice-Chancellors are political appointees who must
accompany their Heads of States to public rallies in order to
impress their boses instead of finding ways and means to improve
conditions of understanding and dialogue in their local universities.
The situation is so bad that Ojore has this to inform us:
Strikes

can

leading to uncalled-for
Today, an undergraduate

we

closures

of institutions

course can last up to six
institutions prepare
instead
of
the
normal
These
four!
years
young men and women who appear to be sensitive to be

follow.

sensitive to
virtues

soon

and transparency, but who forget such
after their graduation. Once in the private sector

justice
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or

in

the

corruption
These chaotic

civil
and

they jump
inefficiency (Ojore:37).
service,

unto

the

bandwagon of

impose a duty on teachers in tertiary
institutions in modern Africa. They are challenged to see to it that
the students are helped to find their identity. Creating a personal
identity has been identified by Adolescent psychologists as one of
the mysteries of the human phenomenon. In African uni versities,
many of our youth are confronted with the challenge of finding
really who they are, what they are about and to where they are
headed. The great Greek philosopher, Socrates (470-399 BC) once
taught the youth of Athens who clustered around him to hear his
words of wisdom, "Man know yourself'. As university dons, the
Socratic tradition might have freely been imbibed in our formative
years and as such it is important that teachers should help the youth to
know who they are before they choose a career for themselves. And
again, it is the duty of university dons to know who the students are
before they can opt to help them settle to a vocation in life. Students
must be aided to come to a self introspection and a soul-searching
needed to form a positive identity in life, for once they know
themselves, then can they learn to take care of themselves even in the
age of the HIV /AIDS pandemic to which they are most vulnerable.
There is no greater mission for the laity in institutions of high learning
in Africa today than to assist young people to construct their own
identity in a Christ-like manner. This is an option necessary for them
to "sustain their commitment to the values of the Kingdom in
whatever work they choose" (Ojore:29). They need the help, the
guidance and the assistance of elders that the teachers represent.
Noteworthy is, once again, the advice of Adolescent psychologists that
one's self image comes from the feedback of those role models around
one; especially the response to the various initiatives being made by
the people one comes in contact with. And I dare say the teachers are
most contactable people to the students.
situations

Conclusion
The paper takes its point of departure from a brief history of the
establishment of the Catholic Laity Council of Nigeria in the
1970s. In the context of that

history,

it progresses to discuss the
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vocation of the

of the Laity

in the

African Church

in terms of official Church pronouncements
and documents such as Christifideles laici. Attempt is made to re

laity

awaken the consciousness of the African Catholic

laity especially
tertiary institutions. It
demonstrates that the secular nature of the vocation of laywomen
and men is a share in the Church's mission and evangelization in a
growing robust Church in the African world. University Professors
are challenged to become aware that their vocation is a special
charism, indeed a sanctifying apostolate that must be put at the
service of the youth in Africa's Colleges and Universities. The
HIV /AIDS is shown as a real scourge that is causing great
desperation and consternation for the African future. The
staggering statistics of the victims in various regions of Africa
demands that Catholic University teachers tackle the problem head
on. In this light, the paper proposes the urgency of an HIV / AIDS
Evangelizing Crusade in all African Universities to be aimed at
the pandemic among Africa's youth
checkmating the spread
the leaders of tomorrow' s church and society. The professional care
of Catholic Teachers for youth morality, guidance and career
counseling calls for further investigations and research in order to
relevant policies.
Without
focused peer research
propose
of
action
cannot be put in place
breakthroughs, a holistic program
those involved in the

teaching profession

in

-

Continental level. The paper therefore admonishes African
professors to urgently recognize this demand as a missiological
on

a

task ahead of the Church's mission in contemporary Africa in
which they, as real stakeholders, are obligated to act as a leaven in

the

dough.
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